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Abstract
Most students enrolling in introductory computer science
courses today have grown up working exclusively with
graphical user interfaces. Through this experience, they have
come to expect computers to be reasonably intuitive and
easy to use. Yet, when students enter an introductory course
in computer science, it is commonplace for them to work on
exclusively text based assignments using complex program-
ming languages.

This paper describes our experience using Python and
QuickDraw when teaching CS1. We have found that using
these tools engages students by allowing them to quickly
complete assignments that solve interesting problems and
generate visually interesting results, without requiring ex-
cessive exposure to low level concepts or the use of complex
graphical libraries. In our experience, students get greater
satisfaction from working on such assignments, and this en-
courages them to spend additional time and effort learning
the concepts that each assignment is designed to reinforce.
In addition, using these tools presents a modern image for
the discipline while also providing opportunities for students
to be creative, helping to overcome the stereotype that com-
puter science is sterile and boring.

Categories and Subject Descriptors K.3.2 [Computers
and Education]: Computer and Information Science Educa-
tion—Computer Science Education

General Terms Algorithms, Design, Languages

Keywords CS1, Python, Pedagogy, Computer Science Ed-
ucation, Graphical Projects, Student Engagement
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1. Introduction
We have taught CS1 and CS2 on several occasions over the
past 5 years. During that time, we have been asked to use
several different languages including Pascal, Java and C++.
Each of these languages has specific advantages and draw-
backs when used in an introductory course which have been
examined in detail by other educators [12]. Of these lan-
guages, we considered Pascal to be a good teaching language
because it was relatively easy to use while still supporting
detailed discussions of value vs. reference parameters, and
pointers. More recently, we have found that many students
prefer the use of Java or C++ because they perceive these
languages as being directly applicable to their future career.
An analysis of languages requested in employment adver-
tisements revealed that they are the two most frequently re-
quested languages [5], suggesting that student perceptions
are accurate in this regard. C++, Java and Pascal are all stat-
ically typed languages which typically require source code
to be compiled before the program is run. As such, variables
must be declared before they are used and the programmer
must explicitly compile their program after each change.

This year, we have restructured CS1 so that it is taught
using Python. Python is a strongly, but dynamically, typed
language that is normally executed using an interpreter. As
such, it permits rapid development and experimentation by
removing many of the restrictions of a static type system
while also allowing students to test changes to their pro-
grams without a visible compilation phase. In our experi-
ence, students also see Python as a relevant language to
learn due to its use by high profile companies such as In-
dustrial Light and Magic, and in successful games such as
Sid Meier’s Civilization IV.

In addition to introducing Python, we have also intro-
duced QuickDraw [19] into our CS1 class. QuickDraw is a
language and platform independent multimedia package that
provides a diverse collection of operations including two di-
mensional and three dimensional graphics primitives, mouse
input, and audio file playback. QuickDraw reads commands
from standard input, generating the graphical or audible re-



sults of those commands as output. As such, student’s pro-
grams can generate graphical output by printing QuickDraw
commands to standard output, and then piping this output to
QuickDraw, which will display the appropriate results as the
student’s program runs. Several other solutions have been
proposed for introducing graphics into introductory classes
without the complexity of using DirectX or OpenGL directly
[4, 9, 17, 18, 20]. We elected to work with QuickDraw be-
cause of its platform independence, and because we can con-
tinue to use it when C++ is introduced in CS2. However, we
suspect that the successes we have had could also be realized
with other tools that provide a simplified graphics environ-
ment within Python.

This paper describes our experience with transforming
our CS1 course from text-based assignments in more tra-
ditional languages such as Pascal, Java and C++ to assign-
ments with graphical aspects developed in Python. As ex-
pected, we observed a significant increase in student interest
and engagement. However, we also encountered a number of
relatively minor, but unexpected, pitfalls. Our successes, and
our techniques for overcoming the unexpected challenges,
are discussed in the remainder of this paper.

2. Strengths of Using Python and QuickDraw
Our primary reason for introducing QuickDraw and Python
into our first course in computer science was to engage
and motivate students while still teaching important intro-
ductory computer science and programming concepts. Like
many other institutions across North America, we have seen
a significant decrease in enrollment over the past few years
[1, 6, 14, 16]. It was our hope that tackling larger, graphical,
problems with fewer low level details would help excite our
students about computer science, and promote increased in-
terest in subsequent courses. We believe that we have been
successful in our goal as we have noticed a much greater
level of enthusiasm in our students since the change was
made. In particular, we observed that students found graph-
ical problems particularly engaging, as described in further
detail in Section 2.4. However, additional benefits were also
achieved which are described in the following sections.

2.1 Simple Programs are Simple

We have previously taught introductory computer science
using Pascal, Java and C++. In each of these languages, the
programmer is required to provide some supporting code
outside of the body of the main function / method. In some
cases, the amount of supporting code that is required is
minimal, and only involves language structures that students
will quickly become familiar with. For example, in Pascal,
it is necessary to wrap the main program in a begin/end pair.
While we find the relative simplicity of Pascal appealing for
teaching, students expressed significant dismay with being
taught what they perceived to be a “dead” language. As a
result, we believe that the image problem associated with

class HelloWorld

{

public static void main (String args [])

{

System.out.println (" Hello World !");

}

}

Figure 1. “Hello World” implemented using Java

#include <iostream >

using namespace std;

int main ()

{

cout << "Hello World!" << endl ;

return 0;

}

Figure 2. “Hello World” implemented using C++

print "Hello World!"

Figure 3. “Hello World” implemented using Python

using Pascal far outweighs its benefits when we are trying to
present a modern image that will attract and retain students.

Using Java or C++ introduces significantly more com-
plexity. For example, Java requires the programmer to de-
clare a class containing a public static main method before
one can even consider solving a problem. C++ is similarly
problematic, requiring the programmer to include a header
file to support IO, to declare a main function, and to either
specifically indicate use of the standard name space or fully
qualify the name of the output stream. Furthermore, some
C++ compilers will generate an error if one fails to have an
integer return type for main while not actually requiring that
a value is returned.

In contrast to Java and C++, a simple Python program is
truly simple. The source code for “Hello World!” programs
written in Java, C++ and Python are shown in Figures 1,
2 and 3 respectively. These figures show that while only
a single line of code is required in Python, writing this
program in Java requires 7 lines of code which introduce
two different scopes, a method that takes an array parameter,
and the invocation of a method on a data member in a
class. The C++ program is also highly complex, as outlined
previously. In our experience, students do not understand the
complexity of what they are doing. They simply view all
of the code outside of the body of the main program as a
complex “magical incantation” that is necessary before they



can even begin to consider creating a program to solve the
simplest of problems. However, because the supporting code
is complex, a single character error can result in cryptic error
messages that many students are unable to decipher.

Python does not suffer from this problem. Because a
simple program only consists of statements that the students
write themselves, they have a much greater understanding
of the intended purpose of those statements. As a result,
they are much more able to resolve their own problems by
carefully and logically examining their code. Other authors
have compared the complexity of simple Python and Java
programs in greater detail [11], finding that students must
master twice as many non-obvious ideas to create a simple
Java program compared to its Python equivalent.

The simplicity of Python extends from its source code
into the domain of running the program. In order to run the
Java program above, one must first compile it using javac,
creating the file HelloWorld.class. Then one must in-
voke the Java virtual machine to run the resulting class file.
Within this process there is a confusing asymmetry where
one must include the .java file name extension when invok-
ing javac, but must not include the .class file name ex-
tension when invoking the Java virtual machine. In contrast,
a Python program can be run using the Python interpreter
without explicitly compiling it first, allowing new program-
mers to enter a single command to run their program after
modifying it.

The simplicity continues as variables are introduced and
input is read from the user. Python does not require program-
mers to declare variables before they are used – any time a
value is assigned to a previously unused name a new vari-
able is created with that name. Python also provides a sim-
ple input function that allows students to write their first pro-
grams involving user input with minimal difficulty. In con-
trast, simple numeric problems such as writing a program
that adds numbers, or that performs a simple conversion be-
tween units of measure, must be preceded by a discussion
of data types in the languages that we have used previously.
This adds even more details that the students must consider
while they are still struggling to master the basic elements of
the language’s syntax.

We continue to leverage Python’s relative simplicity as
the course progresses. Previous work has shown that solving
a problem with Python often requires less programmer ef-
fort than solving the same problem using C++ or Java [15].
This provides our students with extra time compared to pre-
vious versions of the course, allowing them to tackle larger
problems.

2.2 Good Indenting is Required

Over the years, we have seen students use a variety of styles
of indenting. These have varied from beautifully indented
code which clearly emphasizes where each block begins and
ends to code devoid of any indenting whatsoever, where
every statement is aligned with the left margin. We have

also observed numerous “creative” indenting styles, some of
which were well intentioned but showed a lack understand-
ing, others of which have reflected insufficient effort on the
part of the student.

In Python, white space is of syntactic importance. In
particular, the bodies of if statements, loops and functions
are all determined by examining the level of indenting of
subsequent statements. As a result, students are unable to
write correct code without reasonable indenting. Further-
more, Python will generate clear error messages when a line
of code is not indented at a recognized level, providing stu-
dents with immediate guidance on how to indent their code
correctly.

2.3 Experimenting is Easy

Python allows students to start creating programs more
quickly and easily than with the languages that we have
traditionally used. In addition to being easy to use, Python
also provides an easy environment for students to experi-
ment with new concepts.

When Python is started in interactive mode, Python state-
ments can be entered directly from the keyboard. Each state-
ment is evaluated as it is entered, and new statements can re-
fer to variables or functions created by previous statements.
In addition, if a Python expression is entered which evaluates
to a result, it is evaluated immediately and the result of the
expression is displayed without the need for a separate print
statement. This provides students with an extremely fast and
easy to use mechanism to experiment with the new language
that they are learning.

QuickDraw also provides a similarly easy mechanism
for experimentation. Because it reads commands from stan-
dard input, students can also start QuickDraw interactively.
QuickDraw commands can be entered directly from the key-
board and the result can be observed immediately. Interact-
ing with QuickDraw in this manner helps students to become
familiar with graphical concepts quickly. We have generally
begun by introducing concepts such as the graphics coordi-
nate system, mixing red, green and blue components to form
new colors, and placing two dimensional primitives. As the
course progresses, we also examine concepts related naming
and moving primitives. This more advanced topic can also
be experimented with by running QuickDraw interactively.

We strongly believe that using Python and QuickDraw
interactively helps students to quickly become familiar with
the syntax of Python statements and QuickDraw commands.
Using these tools interactively provides immediate feedback,
and eliminates the overhead associated with saving the file,
compiling it, and running the program again. As experienced
programmers who have performed thousands, or perhaps
millions, of these cycles, the removal of this process may
seem like a nice, but minor, convenience. However, the ma-
jority of the students entering our CS1 classes have never
used a command prompt or terminal window to enter com-
mands before. We believe that allowing students to interact



with the tools that they will use throughout the course in
a manner that minimizes the frustration of mis-typed com-
mands or forgotten compiles is a valuable step in building
the confidence and sense of accomplishment that will allow
them to succeed when facing larger problems.

2.4 Graphical Assignments are Engaging

In the past, we have used exclusively text based assign-
ments in CS1 and CS2 because the complexity associated
with commercial graphical libraries was simply too large
for students to handle at this level. While several libraries
have been developed specifically for educational use, these
libraries require a substantial investment on the part of the
instructor and teaching assistants to become experts on de-
bugging all of the creative, incorrect ways that students can
abuse even the easiest libraries to use. Given the number of
different languages that we have been asked to use over the
past 5 years, we had significant concerns that a major in-
vestment of time into a language-specific graphics package
would be immediately followed by a change of language,
and as such, a change of library. Using QuickDraw has al-
lowed us to minimize the losses that result due to a change
in language while still having an appropriate level of com-
plexity for use in CS1.

We have used exclusively graphical assignments in CS1
for the past two terms, including our first assignment which
students complete before being exposed to decision making
constructs. In the current term, our first assignment asked
students to create a program that is capable of drawing some
sort of a face at a location on the screen specified by the
user. This required students to use simple input statements
to read the location, and provided ample opportunity to prac-
tice using a variety of colors and graphical primitives. Since
the user had to have the ability to control the position of the
face on the screen, students had to generate QuickDraw com-
mands to draw the face using print statements that included
both variables and string literals.

Students showed a significant level of creativity while
completing this assignment. Some chose to reproduce well
known characters from the mainstream media while oth-
ers created innovative custom creations. In almost all cases,
students expended significantly more effort than was re-
quired to meet the minimum specifications for the assign-
ment which simply required the use of 4 colors and 4 differ-
ent graphics primitives. This assignment was highly motiva-
tional, and gave students far more practice with the language
syntax than we have achieved with any previous assignment
that we have tried. We attribute this motivation to the cre-
ative and open ended aspect of the assignment, as well as
the sense of competition that developed between some of
the students in the class.

Subsequent assignments in the course were able to build
on the students’ previous experience working with Quick-
Draw. My colleagues and I have had students create and ani-
mate physics simulations such as a bouncing ball or a weight

Figure 4. The Fractal T-Square

suspended from a spring. We have also had students graph
mathematical functions or plot a grade distribution. These
assignments have allowed us to evaluate students’ ability to
use control structures such as if statements and loops while
solving problems that are more engaging than the problems
that we have been able to use in an exclusively text based
environment in the past.

As we moved in to more advanced topics we continued
to benefit from having the ability to use graphical assign-
ments. For example, in our experience, students consistently
struggle with both the concept of recursion and implement-
ing a recursive algorithm that is provided to them. We be-
lieve that these struggles stem from not only the complexity
of the topic, but also from poor engagement in the material
due to the lack of compelling examples that can be presented
during an introductory course. Because complex data struc-
tures haven’t been introduced when recursion is first encoun-
tered, elegant examples of its use such as traversing a tree or
implementing quick sort can’t be presented.

Using QuickDraw has allowed us to consider interesting
graphical problems that are well suited to being solved with
recursion. Previous work has found that students are effec-
tively motivated by problems such as finding a path through
a maze [10] or drawing a fractal image [7, 8]. We have also
had success with examples and assignments involving fractal
images. For example, we have previously asked our students
to complete an assignment where they generated the fractal
T-Square shown in Figure 4. Our colleagues have also had
success with asking students to generate the Hilbert curve,
shown in Figure 5. In addition, we have found that students
find implementing the flood fill or “paint bucket” tool to be
an engaging graphical example of recursion which can be
utilized once two dimensional arrays have been introduced.

When arrays and files are introduced we can consider
additional interesting graphical problems. Previous studies
have examined using image processing algorithms to rein-
force these topics [2, 3, 13]. In these studies students have
used Java, C++ and C. We have also found that introduc-
ing image processing operations such as gray scaling, ad-



Figure 5. The Hilbert Curve

justing brightness, chroma keying, and rotation works well
using Python and QuickDraw.

Implementing these operations forced students to work
with nested loops and two dimensional lists. In addition,
the operations that we selected formed a nice progression in
complexity. When adjusting the brightness, each pixel in the
output image is generated from the pixel at the correspond-
ing location in the input image. Chroma keying builds on this
idea by using pixels from two different input images. Ro-
tation provides additional complexity by requiring students
to use a pixel from a different location in the input image
when computing the value of a pixel in the output image. For
added challenge, students can be asked to complete transfor-
mations such as generating a pixelated image or zooming in
on a portion of an image. For the final two transformations,
one pixel in the input image is used to generate several pix-
els in the output image. When we used a selection of these
problems as an assignment in CS1 we found that most stu-
dents could complete the initial problem with modest effort
while the final problems represented a significant, but solv-
able, challenge.

While we have highlighted some graphical problems that
have worked particularly well as CS1 assignments for us,
there are many additional visual problems that can be con-
sidered. These can be be used to reinforce topics such as
object oriented design and more complex data structures in
an engaging manner. When problems for these areas are dis-
cussed in the literature they are often presented using a spe-
cific library or tool. However the general ideas appear to be
easily portable to Python and QuickDraw in many cases.

2.5 Strengths Summary

We have found that introducing Python and QuickDraw into
CS1 has resulted in several advantages. As expected, we
found that students find the graphical assignments more en-
gaging than the text based assignments that we have used in
the past. However, some unexpected benefits were also ob-
served including increased readability of student code due to
better indenting, and providing students with an easy to use
environment for experimentation.

3. Drawbacks of Using Python and
QuickDraw

While we have observed several significant positive effects
by introducing Python and QuickDraw into CS1, we also
encountered some minor, but unexpected, drawbacks. These
drawbacks are described in the following sections, along
with strategies for mitigating them.

3.1 Typos result in New Variables

As we noted previously, Python is a dynamically typed lan-
guage which automatically creates a new variable when a
value is assigned to a name that has not been used previ-
ously. While this feature allows students to begin program-
ming without a detailed discussion of variable declaration
and data types, it also makes it easy to introduce bugs that
we have seen new programmers struggle to identify. In par-
ticular, a typo in a variable name on the left side of an assign-
ment statement results in the creation of a new variable when
the intention was to overwrite an existing value. Python’s
case sensitivity aggravates this problem, with the language
viewing the variables count and Count as distinct. Unfor-
tunately we are yet to find any way to mitigate this problem
beyond emphasizing that programming is a detail-oriented
activity, and that a single character error can be the differ-
ence between a completely non-functional program and a
program that functions as desired. As students’ programs be-
come larger, the possibility of this kind of error occurring
increases. However, students have also gained additional ex-
perience by this time, and as such, are more careful in their
initial coding, and better at finding such bugs.

3.2 All Parameters are Passed by Reference

Python is a higher level language than those that we have
used to teach first year computer science courses in the past.
It doesn’t expose pointers directly the way that C++ and
Pascal do, making it difficult to discuss topics like dynami-
cally allocating memory and dereferencing a pointer. In ad-
dition, all values in Python are objects, and all parameters to
Python functions are passed as references to those objects.
As such, it is it difficult to discuss the important distinction
between pass by reference and pass by value semantics in
a concrete manner. Further confusion is introduced because,
while python does not support pass by value parameters, it
does include immutable types which provide similar behav-
ior for an entirely different reason.

When we used Python in CS1 for the first time we in-
cluded a discussion of pass by value and pass by reference
parameters. However, our impression was that even the best
students got little out of this discussion because it wasn’t
possible to demonstrate the concept using Python. As a re-
sult, we have decided not to discuss pass by value and pass
by reference parameters while teaching CS1 during the cur-
rent term. This topic will be delayed until students encounter



a lower level language in CS2, which our department is
presently teaching using C++.

3.3 Students Need to Learn Two Languages
Simultaneously

QuickDraw commands consist of a command word followed
by 0 or more parameters, some of which may be optional.
Parameters are separated from the command word and each
other using spaces. While this is conceptually similar to a
Python function call, it is syntactically different in so much
as Python encloses the parameter list to a function in round
brackets and separates the parameters with commas. As a
result, there are two distinct notations that students must
become familiar with.

In most cases we have found that students do not struggle
with the difference between these two languages. However,
we have observed limited difficulties among a few weaker
students. When such confusion has arisen, it has been easily
cleared up with one or two concrete examples. As such, we
view this as a minor concern that we may be able to com-
pletely avoid by including one or two additional examples in
our early lectures.

3.4 Getting Python and QuickDraw Installed Requires
More Skill

While our institution provides well equipped computer labs
for our undergraduate students to use to complete their as-
signments, many students elect to work on their own com-
puters. Just as using Python and QuickDraw requires stu-
dents to learn two languages, setting up their own computer
so that they can complete assignments requires them to in-
stall two separate pieces of software.

Python is easily setup under Windows using the installer
from the Python website. However, the installer we have
used does not automatically add Python’s bin directory to the
path. In our experience, this leads some students to believe
that they have failed to install Python correctly because is-
suing the python command from the command prompt does
not provide the behavior demonstrated in class. In reality,
we have found that students often have Python installed cor-
rectly and simply need to make an addition to the path envi-
ronment variable. While making this modification is reason-
ably easy, most of our students are completely unfamiliar
with the concept of an environment variable, and as such,
are unable to solve this problem without a clear set of in-
structions.

QuickDraw achieves its platform independence by be-
ing developed in Java. As a result, students need to have
the Java runtime environment installed to use it successfully.
While some students already have the Java runtime environ-
ment installed, many do not. Unlike Python, which provides
a limited number of clear download options, Java’s web-
site at http://java.sun.com provides a myriad of down-
load choices, making it difficult for students to determine
which specific piece of software should be downloaded and

installed. The confusion can be removed by directing stu-
dents to http://java.sun.com/getjava. This website
includes an automated tool which automatically determines
which version of the Java runtime should be installed.

3.5 Teaching Graphics Concepts takes Time

Introducing graphical assignments has required students to
become familiar with a number of graphics concepts that
would normally be delayed until a later course. These in-
clude the concept of an image being formed from a collec-
tion of pixels, expressing colors as a combination of red,
green and blue components, and the computer graphics co-
ordinate system.

Of these concepts, we have seen students struggle the
most with the orientation of the graphics coordinate system,
we believe, because it behaves differently from the Carte-
sian coordinate system which students have worked with ex-
tensively in their prior mathematics courses. In particular,
QuickDraw, like many graphics packages, sets the origin of
the coordinate system in the upper left corner of the screen,
with increasing values of y moving down the screen. While
this is an initial source of confusion, we have found that stu-
dents quickly adapt to the new system once it is explained to
them. As such, the only drawback is the need to spend some
time introducing these concepts.

3.6 Version Numbers are Important

Python is more fragile from version to version than the
languages that we have worked with in the past. We were
caught up on some differences between Python 2.4.3 and
2.5.1 such as the lack of the partition method on strings in
the earlier version. Additional changes have been made for
Python 3.0. While most of the changes are relatively minor
syntactically, such changes in syntax result in programs that
do not run, potentially causing much frustration for new
programmers. As such, it is important to ensure that all lab
machines, the instructor’s machine, and any student personal
computers are running the same version of Python. Students
must also be strongly cautioned that any code that they
find on the Internet may not run as desired because it was
developed for a different version of Python.

3.7 Drawbacks Summary

This section has described several minor drawbacks that we
encountered as a result of transitioning CS1 to Python and
QuickDraw after teaching it with more traditional languages
such as Pascal, Java and C++. Of these drawbacks, we found
the most serious to be Python’s automatic creation of new
variables. Unfortunately, we do not presently have a good
solution for this problem beyond reinforcing the need to ex-
ercise care while writing and debugging code. The remain-
ing difficulties are all easily mitigated through appropriate
examples, clear instructions, and a minor adjustment of the
topics covered in CS1 and CS2.



4. Conclusion
While minor pitfalls were encountered as a result of our tran-
sition from traditional first year languages and assignments,
we believe that the gains in student engagement and motiva-
tion which resulted from moving to Python and QuickDraw
far outweigh the disadvantages. In particular, the opportu-
nity to tackle larger assignments with a creative component
increased students commitment to their work and resulted in
some submissions that far exceeded the instructor’s expec-
tations. We have no doubt that students benefited from the
extra time devoted to the assignments as it provided them
with additional opportunities to practice both programming
concepts and language syntax. Furthermore, many of the pit-
falls that we have become aware of are easily avoided or mit-
igated when appropriate steps are taken.
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